Abstract. The generalised resistance between connected points a distance 4 apart on fractal networks of non-linear ( V -I") resistors scales as Lc'"'. We show that l ( n ) for," = -a, -1, 0-, O+, 1 and 03, describes physically relevant geometrical properties and dC/du S 0.
For a < 0 a family of solutions to Kirchhoffs equations exists, reminiscent of metastable states in spin glasses.
Random resistor fractal networks have been the subject of much fruitful research recently. Different properties of such systems are found to probe different critical exponents, or fractal dimensionalities. Choosing two terminals a Euclidean distance L apart, and putting a voltage-V between them, generates a current I = V / R , and the resistance scales as R ( L ) -L'R (the resistance of each bond is r = 1). Current flows only via backbone bonds, whose number MB scales with the fractal dimensionality of the backbone D,: MB-L D~. The characterisation of the network also invplves the Lsc, singly connected bonds, which carry the full current I, with Lsc-Lrsc (these determine the low temperature spin correlation functions (Coniglio 198 1,1982 , Aharony et a1 1984 and give bounds for the elastic response of networks (Kantor-and Webman 1984) ), the length of the minimal path between the terminals Lmin-L g m i n (related to the rate of propagation of a flow front through the cluster (Stanley 1986)) and other physically relevant subgroups described below.
The study of percolating resistor networks recently led to the identification of several infinite sets of exponents, relevant to their physical properties. Rammal et a1 (1985) considered resistance fluctuations arising from microscopic noise in each resistor ri in the network. The kth cumulant of R ( L ) then scales as ( R k ) , -Lx(k). If the current in the ith bond is Ii = Iii, then (Rammal et a1 1985)
I so that ( R k ) , is related to the 2kth moment of the current distribution studied by de Arcangelis et al (1985b) . The exponents x ( k ) are very similar to the infinite set of
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Letter to the Editor exponents introduced earlier by Mandelbrot (1974) (see also Hentschel and Proccacia 1983) to describe the fractal measures of probability distributions on fractals and used to characterise intermittent turbulence (Mandelbrot 1978) and growth of diffusionlimited aggregates (Halsey et al 1986) .
A different infinite set of exponents arises from a network of elements each of which obeys a non-linear generalisation of Ohm's law (Kenkel and Straley 1982) : V, = riIIilasgn I i . Blumenfeld and-Aharony (1985) showed that the resistance R, ( The situation for a < 0 is illustrated in figure 1 . If current enters at the 'source' 0 (whose voltage is fixed to be V) and exits at the 'sink' G (whose voltage is fixed to be zero), then the ways to assign directions for currents through the bonds are restricted: the source (sink) has only outgoing (incoming) arrows; all other sites have at least one incoming and one outgoing arrow and there are no directed loops of arrows. Each assignment of arrows corresponds in the phase space of node voltages to a subregion defined by voltage inequalities, i.e. by current directions. On the boundary of such a subregion the voltage drop, AV, across some bond is zero. Since for a < 0 the gradient with respect to node voltages of the quantity ( a + l)P is of order IA VI" ++CO at the boundary, one sees that within each subregion, i.e. for each arrow assignment, ( a + l ) P attains a local minimum value corresponding to a solution to Kirchhoff's equations.
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Consider now the limit a + 0. Starting at site 0 in figure 1 , the incoming current a + O+ and IOG/ ZOA+ 0 for a + 0-. Thus the whole current goes through OG, or the minimal path, for a + 0' . In contrast, the current via OG is negligible for a + 0-, and the whole current I reaches site A. Repeating this procedure at A we find that the full current goes through either AH or AB. Unless there are bonds with equal voltage drops, the full current goes through a SAW from 0 to G. On a walk with n bonds, AV, = V / n . Since the current chooses the smallest AV,, it chooses the longest possible walk consistent with a given arrow assignment. Demanding that P = ( 2 , r,)lZl be a maximum now chooses that arrow assignment corresponding to the longest SAW (i.e. n = 7 in figure 1 ). This result may seem to apply only if all the AV, at each vertex are different from each other. However, more detailed analysis shows that even when there are equivalent parallel paths (e.g. L2 = L, in figure 2), the net resistance remains equal to the length of a longest SAW from the source to the sink.
The proof that t ( -l ) = D B follows immediately from (2): for a + -1, R is given as 2 , r,, which is the total number of current-carrying bonds. We now turn to the limit a + --CO. From (2) R =Z, r,lilla+' will be dominated by bonds which carry the smallest current I, = Zi,,". To locate these bonds we define 'cutting surfaces' for a cluster with a fixed source, sink and arrow assignment. Consider a domain wall dividing the cluster into two domains, one connected to the source, the other to the sink, such that all bonds cut by the domain wall carry current from the domain of the source to that of the sink. A cutting surface is a (possibly non-unique, as in figure l(c) ) domain wall which, for a given choice of source, sink and arrow assignments, cuts the maximum number N,,, of bonds. Let Il , Z 2 . . . denote currents in the bonds cut by this surface for a solution to Kirchhoff's equations. For a + --CO, the voltage drops occur essentially only over bonds that carry the minimal current. Then, by considering the voltage drops around a loop involving two different I, one can argue that limm+m Z J I , = 1. Thus the total current is I = N,,, I, so that i, = l/Nmax and (2) yields lima+-w In R/lal =In N,,,.
We numerically verified this result for parts ( a ) , ( b ) and (c) of figure 1 for which N,,, is respectively 5 , 5 and 4. Since we choose the arrow assignment with maximal P, the resistance corresponds to the maximal N,,, as stated in conclusion (e) above. To prove our statements on df/da, we start from (2):
We now generalise Cohn's (1950) 
